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Background

• Fountain Square has been in this general location since 

1871

• Originally located in the middle of 5th Street

• Moved to its current plaza location in 1970

• Renovated in 2006 to existing conditions

• 5/3 Bank is in the process of renovating their lobby for a 

number of reasons

• Two story atrium over current Walnut Street entrance 

to Fountain Square 



Process to Date

• 5/3 Bank approached the city earlier this year and 

we put together a team that has been working with 

them throughout the year to facilitate this process

• The City Team included representatives from 

the City Manager’s office, Police, B&I, Law, Fire, 

Public Services, DOTE, DEI, and others

• The City Team has also been working in 

coordination with 3CDC on the proposed 

project



Proposed Changes to Fountain Square

• There are several other proposed changes to the 5/3 Bank property and 

Fountain Square, including:

• Removing raised planters, water wall and plantings on east side of 

plaza

• Reconstructing garage vents and planters

• Adding a large seat wall on east side of the plaza and removing 

stairs to create an upper and lower plaza

• 5/3 Bank will be constructing a new lobby that will require closure 

of the Walnut Street Breezeway. In exchange for new public access 

easements, the City and 3CDC will be releasing all interest in the 

Walnut Street Breezeway.

• Creating a permanent performance stage to the SE side of the plaza 

and grant of an easement to the City

• Permanent easement through 6th Street Connector

• Additional signage



Existing Conditions



• Note: This is an approximation of the changes, with final 

plans to be signed off on by the City Manager’s office

Proposed Conditions



Proposed Conditions, Con’t.



Proposed Conditions, Con’t.



Proposed Conditions, Con’t.







City Administration Analysis

• The proposed 5/3 atrium will create a secure lobby and 

enhance the building design

• Fifth Third has agreed to make enhancements to the 6th

Street Connector entrances to increase visibility, 

functionality, and use

• The public access easement depicted through the Sixth 

Street Connector has been expanded to the full width of 

the existing passageway which is positive from the city 

point of view

• The Sixth Street Connector will be unlocked and open to 

the public 24/7 and will have automatic sliding glass 

doors, which can also be pushed open in the event of an 

emergency





Consistency with Plan Cincinnati

• Live Initiative Area

• “Develop and maintain inviting and engaging public 

spaces to encourage social interaction between 

different types of people”

• Compete Initiative Area

• “Target investment to geographic areas where 

there is already economic activity”



City Planning Commission Outcome

The City Planning Commission took the following action on October 4,

2019

APPROVE the proposed changes to Fountain Square located at 

520 Vine Street in the Central Business District with the following 

conditions:

1. The access easement width from Fountain Square to Sixth 

Street be increased from the proposed 10 feet to equal 

the full width of the existing passageway between Sixth 

Street and Fountain Square; and

2. The existing passageway from Sixth Street to Fountain 

Square and its entrances be redesigned to improve their 

effectiveness by drawing people to them with more 

accessible, inviting, and visible doors, signage, and/or 

architectural features to offset the proposed elimination 

of the breezeway off Walnut Street



Discussion

• Comments and Questions


